The penetration of renewable electricity promises an economic advantage for flexible operation of energy-intense processes. One way to achieve flexible operation is economic model predictive control (eNMPC), where an economic dynamic optimization problem is directly solved at controller level taking into account a process model and operational constraints. We apply eNMPC in silico to an air separation process with an integrated liquefier and liquid-assist operation. We use a mechanistic dynamic model as both controller model and plant surrogate. We conduct a closed-loop case study over a time horizon of 2 days with historical electricity prices and input disturbances. We solve the dynamic optimization problems in DyOS. Compared to the optimal steady-state operation, the eNMPC operating strategy gives a significant improvement of 14%. We further show that the eNMPC enables economic improvements similar to an idealized quasistationary scheduling. While the eNMPC provides control profiles qualitatively similar to those obtained from deterministic global optimization of quasistationary scheduling, the eNMPC satisfies the product purity constraints all the time whereas the quasistationary scheduling sometimes fails to do so. The eNMPC applies local optimization methods and achieves profiles similar to the scheduling solved using deterministic global optimization methods over the complete closed-loop simulation time horizon.
energy sources and feedstocks has been explained in Reference 7. DSM with respect to the electricity market is promising especially when applied to electricity intensive process such as cryogenic air separation units (ASUs). 8, 9 In the first part of this two-part work, 10 we
proposed an air separation process with an integrated liquefication cycle and liquid assist operation. It produces liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen and can be operated very flexibly with respect to the process power demand by varying the liquid production rates and the activity of the integrated liquefication cycle. We showed the wide operational range of the proposed process (i.e., that it is indeed a "flexible process") by solving several steady-state optimizations for varying liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen production. Depending on the production rates, the process power demand can be varied by about 88% while satisfying the operational constraints including product purities, which can be exploited for DSM. For instance, the liquid production rate may be increased, leading to higher power demand, when the electricity price is high and decreased otherwise, while the oxygen production rate stays constant. Both, liquid and oxygen production rates may be varied according to fluctuating electricity prices while the product requirements in terms of amount and purity are satisfied. Therefore, in this article we focus on DSM of the proposed ASU with integrated liquefication cycle and liquid assist operation.
DSM of ASUs can be executed online, during operation, by integrating the process operation tasks of scheduling and control. [11] [12] [13] We use the terms of scheduling and control as defined, for example, by Reference 13, where control takes into account operational decisions on a time scale of minutes to hours and scheduling is used for operational decisions on a time scale of several hour up to days. The integration of scheduling and process control plays a crucial rule for the introduction of sustainable processes 7, 12, 14 and can be achieved either by accounting for the closed-loop system dynamics in the scheduling layer, for example, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] or by applying economic model predictive control (eNMPC), also termed bottom-up strategy, for example, by Reference 13, where economic objectives are directly considered in the supervisory control layer, for example. 22, 23 In the first approach, based on scheduling with dynamic closed-loop approximations, an upper-layer scheduling optimization problem is solved to get setpoints. These setpoints are then passed to the control layer, for example, a model predictive tracking controller, which acts as process control. To achieve feasible setpoints, the process dynamics are considered in the scheduling layer by using a model which represents the closed-loop behavior of the process. This closed-loop model is obtained either by embedding the necessary optimality conditions of the process in closed-loop with a tracking controller [18] [19] [20] [21] or by using a data-driven model to approximate closed-loop behavior. [15] [16] [17] The controller level is not altered by the top-down approaches. It is rather assumed that a suitable controller exists steering the process to the desired set-points. This scheduling with a closed-loop approximations approach has already been applied to ASUs. Baldea et al 13 presented
an integrated scheduling and control framework. The closed-loop process dynamics are captured in the scheduling problem using linear lowdimensional time scale-bridging models and the actual controller has to adjust the process control variables to follow the setpoints resulting from the scheduling problem. Pattison et al [15] [16] [17] extended the framework presented by Baldea et al 13 to explicitly incorporate process inventories, such as storage tanks, into the scheduling and control problems and applied the framework closed-loop on a moving horizon. They applied their method to a single-product nitrogen ASU and achieved 2.7% savings in electricity cost over a time horizon of 3 days compared to constant production rate. Schäfer et al 24 compared NMPC to a linear model predictive control strategy in an application to the rectification section of an ASU. They applied NMPC to track set-points resulting from an offline dynamic optimization and showed that using NMPC offers advantages in the process agility compared to a linear model predictive tracking controller. While many authors 13, [15] [16] [17] focused on the scheduling layer and its integration with the control layer, but not on the control layer itself, others 24 also studied different types of operation schemes for the control layer but does not consider the control action in the models for the scheduling layer. Jamaludin and Swartz 18, 19 presented a dynamic real-time optimization strategy where the lower level MPC tracking controller is considered in the upper level by using a bilevel formulation where the lower level, that is, the MPC tracking problem, is substituted by its first order necessary optimality conditions. They thus presented a method belonging to the top-down approaches. Li and Swartz 20, 21 transferred this approach to distributed control schemes.
An alternative to the scheduling approach with closed-loop models embedded is eNMPC, where the controller level itself accounts for the scheduling task, that is, an economic objective is used directly at the controller level instead of using a controller to track preoptimized profiles. eNMPC promises several advantages compared to the scheduling approach: The economic optimization problem is directly solved at the controller level with an embedded dynamic process model reflecting the process dynamics. Feasibility of predefined setpoints is thus not an issue in eNMPC. Therefore, a simple control architecture can be used and there is no need to map the economic goals and constraints to the actual control cost which would additionally require suitable controller tuning in the presence of more than one control variable and constraint.
The exact constraints can directly be used on the controller level, so that no regulation of the constraints is needed. Closed-loop models or closed-loop approximations, for example, 15, 17, 18, 20 are not required for eNMPC. This is an advantage, as the rigorous treatment of the closedloop behavior by embedding the optimality conditions [18] [19] [20] [21] leads to large set of constraints in the optimization problem that has to be solved online. On the other hand, data-driven closed-loop approximations [15] [16] [17] are limited because of the absence of extrapolability and the restriction to the current control praxis of the process. Additionally, there is a broad theoretical foundation on the performance, convergence, and stability of the eNMPC, for example. [25] [26] [27] On the other hand, eNMPC has the drawback that a model is required which adequately predicts the dynamic behavior of the process under consideration. In addition, eNMPC requires a dynamic optimization problem to be solved in real-time. However, eNMPC exploits the actual process dynamics directly on the controller layer. The process performance is, hence, not limited to an existing controller performance as in scheduling with dynamic closed-loop approximations. On the other hand, the distinction of an upper layer economic problem and a tracking problem, as in References 15-17, assigns specific tasks to each operational layer without the requirement of weighting between economic and tracking objective. However, a tuning of weights would also be required at the tracking controller layer.
eNMPC has already been applied to ASUs. Huang et al 28 presented an eNMPC application to a single-product ASU producing gaseous nitrogen using an advanced-step NMPC formulation, 29, 30 which is essentially a sensitivity based fast-update method. They used a collocation-based solution algorithm to solve the optimization problem. We recently applied a fast-update based eNMPC to an singleproduct ASU producing gaseous nitrogen that is then liquefied to be buffered in a storage tank. 31 Further we applied a fast-update based eNMPC to a large-scale multiproduct ASU using mechanistic models,
showing that the method is real-time applicable. 32 Neither the scheduling approach nor eNMPC has been applied to an ASU with integrated liquefier and liquid assist operation. Due to several internal recycles of the process, the large-scale nature of the process model, and the high flexibility potential shown in our first part, 10 the application of eNMPC to the process is a challenging and interesting task. Therefore our focus in this work is on eNMPC of the ASU we proposed in the first part with an integrated liquefication cycle and liquid assist operation. 10 Thus, we show how the process can be operated flexibly by directly exploiting the process dynamics on the controller level.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In the following section, we summarize the ASU and process model and the process control scheme. We explain the economic model predictive control approach and mathematical formulation afterwards. We then define the operational scenario and benchmark process operation schemes before describe the implementation. We show and discuss the results of the closed-loop simulation, and draw conclusions in the last two sections.
| PROCESS AND MODEL
We proposed an ASU for the production of liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen (LOX and LIN, respectively). 10 Figure 1 gives the flowsheet of the process including the position of the control variables of the process. The process topology is based on a double column, an integrated liquefication cycle, and the nitrogen liquid assist operation.
A detailed process description is provided in the first part of our work 10 and is summarized in the following. Ambient air is compressed We use a detailed mechanistic process model which is also used as controller model. The model details can be found in the first part of our two-part article, 10 3 | MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL SCHEME
We apply the single-layer operation scheme depicted in Figure 2 ; an economic dynamic optimization problem (DO) is repeatedly solved online on a moving horizon using the current process states and a process model, cf., for example. 36 Using the scheme, we apply is an eNMPC without terminal constraints. A thorough theoretical analysis for the performance, convergence, and stability of eNMPC without terminal constraints for optimal periodic operation can be found in the work of Müller and Grüne. 27 In the following section, we describe the mathematical formulation of the economic DO problem solved at the controller layer.
| Mathematical formulation
The process model as described in detail in the first part 10 is a semiexplicit differential algebraic system with differential index of 1. Consequently, a DO problem on a finite time horizon T = t 0 , t 0 + t c + t p ½ of the following form is to be solved online:
F I G U R E 2 Single-layer eNMPC scheme for flexible process operation. Electricity market and demand information are known over the control horizon. Disturbances are measured but unknown. They are assumed to be time-invariant over the control horizon. eNMPC, economic model predictive control
where f : X ! R nx and g : X ! R ny define the differential-algebraic system of index 1 with the constant and invertible matrix
conditions and c : X ! R nc are the constraints. We define The control variables u i ,i 2 [1,n u ] are discretized using n c,i elements.
We use direct single-shooting 37, 38 to solve the optimization problems of the form (1). Using the penalty weights, we target smoother control variable profiles and facilitate the numerical integration of the process model during the optimization due to less fluctuating control variable profiles.
| OPERATIONAL SCENARIO
In this section, we explain the scenario for the closed-loop simulation, that is, how we define the parameter values p(t), the disturbance values d(t), and the initial condition (1d). After explaining the general definitions of the scenario and the eNMPC set-up, we describe the two benchmark operation schemes of an optimal constant operation and an optimal quasistationary scheduling operation used for comparison. Finally, we summarize the eNMPC and benchmark operations in Table 3 .
We conduct simulations over a time horizon of 2 days. We assume a constant liquid product demand over the 2 days. We define a nominal product demand of 94 mol/s liquid oxygen and 58 mol/s liquid nitrogen. These values for the nominal production are the same as used in the first part of our paper. 10 All operation schemes as presented below have to satisfy this nominal product demand. We use historical electricity price data from the German day ahead market from 24 th to 26 th of February, 2018 shown in Figure 3a . The electricity prices have to be defined for more than 2 days as in each iteration the eNMPC uses the price information over the entire control and prediction horizon. As feed air, we use a mixture of 78 mol% of nitrogen, 21 mol% of oxygen, and 1 mol% of argon.
For the eNMPC operation and the optimal constant operation we assume the feed air temperature of the HX to be disturbed. The feed air temperature is shown in Figure 3b . The shown temperature steps may result from a pretreatment of the air using molecular sieves. A mole sieve regeneration switching from adsorption to desorption, takes place frequently, which trigger the temperature steps. 39 The disturbances are measured but the exact time-dependent profile is unknown by the eNMPC. The eNMPC assumes the disturbances to be constant for the whole control horizon.
| eNMPC process operation
The process behavior is simulated with the same model as the controller model, that is, there is no plant-model mismatch. We assume full statefeedback and neglect the time delay for the solution of the eNMPC optimization problem (1). For the optimization problem (1), we have to define the control and prediction horizon, the objective function, the operational constraints, control variables ranges and discretization, and the initial states for the DAE. For the eNMPC we use a sampling time of 15 min, a control horizon of 6 hr and a prediction horizon of 6 hr. Horizons of more than 12 hr might further improve the eNMPC performance, however, would also increase the computational time. We use the following economic term for the objective function (1a):
where p el is the fluctuating electricity price. P MC , P RC , and P FC are the electricity demands of the compressors MC, RC, and FC. 
| Benchmark II: optimal quasistationary scheduling
We use an optimal quasistationary scheduling without the consideration of the process dynamics in the scheduling layer as additional benchmark. For this purpose, we fit a bivariate polynomial to the optimal overall process power usage as a function of the LIN and LOX production rate based on the results of the steady-state optimizations presented in the first part of the two-part article. 10 We discretize the time horizon T using N s 2 N elements and assume piecewise constant LIN production rates and electricity prices in each discretization element. We use the same equidistant discretization over the 2 days 
where P total : R 2 ! R is the bivariate polynomial regressed on the total power usage data presented in our previous work. 10 _ n LIN 2 R Ns and _ n LOX 2 R Ns are the discretized LIN and LOX production rates. p el 2 R From the solution of (2), we obtain an optimal quasistationary schedule, that is, profiles for the LIN and LOX production rates. Using the steady-state optimization results of our previous work, 10 we interpolate the control variable values as function of the LIN and LOX production rates using piecewise linear interpolation. We use the optimal schedule as solution of (2) and the interpolated control variable values to calculate the profiles of the control variables. We then implement these control variable profiles for a forward simulation of the dynamic process model under the presence of disturbances to study the reaction of the dynamic model to the resulting control variable profiles from the optimal quasistationary schedule.
| PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We compare the quasistationary scheduling and eNMPC operation strategy to the constant operation benchmark. We use the following measure to compare the performance of the eNMPC, the constant operation benchmark, and the quasistationary scheduling benchmark:
where c el, co , c el, eNMPC , and c el, os are the operation cost for the 2 days of the simulation of the constant operation benchmark operation, the eNMPC operation, and the optimal quasistationary scheduling benchmark operation, respectively with
P MC , P RC , and P FC are the power usage of the MC, RC, and FC, respectively, resulting from the with the different process operation schemes. p el is the time-dependent electricity price. The amount of product is calculated using
where _ n LOX and _ n LIN are the molar flow rates withdrawn from the LOX and LIN storage tank, respectively, resulting from the with the different operation schemes.
By using (3) as ratio for the improvement of the relative operation cost, we take different product amounts into account for the economic evaluation of the eNMPC and the benchmark process operations.
| IMPLEMENTATION
We implement the process model in Modelica, 40 
| RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We present open-and closed-loop simulation results of the multiproduct ASU over a time horizon of 2 days in this section. We show the benchmark operation results before the eNMPC operation results, and discuss them afterwards.
| Benchmark I: optimal constant process operation
The trajectories of the optimal constant operation are shown by the dashed lines in the Figures 4-7 . The operational cost of the benchmark operation for 2 days are about 31,000 € and the amount of liquid product is 26.5 × 10 6 mol ( Table 3) . Because of the constant operation, the slope of the operational cost profile (Figure 6g ), is proportional to the electricity price profile (Figure 3a) . We see that the highest contribution to the operational cost is the power usage of the RC followed by the demand of the MC (Figure 4) . The FC has the lowest electricity demand (Figure 4) . The high electricity demand of the RC is due to the high recycle stream (Figure 5g ). 
| Benchmark II: optimal quasistationary scheduling
The bivariate polynomial regression for the power usage of the process as function of the production rates resulting from the steady-state optimizations is shown in Appendix C. A bivariate polynomial of order 8 precisely describes the data. The resulting trajectory of the LIN and LOX
T A B L E 2 Options for the integrator NIXE and the NLP solver SNOPT

Option Value
Integrator tolerances for NIXE 1 × 10
Major SQP iterations limit of SNOPT 25
Major step limit of SNOPT 1 × 10
Major optimality tolerance of SNOPT 1 × 10
Major feasibility tolerance of SNOPT 1 × 10 production rate of the optimal scheduling operation are provided in Appendix C. The operation cost resulting from the scheduling operation is given in Table 3 . The total CPU time for the global deterministic optimization of (2) shown with dash-dotted lines in Figure 7 . We see that the control variable profiles reflect the electricity price fluctuations. Especially, the feed The total power usage is mainly influenced by the RC (Figure 4d ). The stream variables also reflect the electricity price fluctuations ( Figure 5 ).
The STN and STO feed streams are high when the electricity price is low and vice versa (Figure 5a,b) . The liquid assist operation is active during low electricity price times (Figure 5h ). The liquefication cycle activity is high when electricity price is low and vice versa (Figure 5e-g ). The CGN waste stream is high and the GN waste stream is low when the electricity price is low (Figure 5c,d) . We show selected state profiles of the optimal scheduling operation in Figure 6 . We see that the STN and STO holdups clearly correspond to the electricity price profile; the tanks are loaded when the electricity price is low and unloaded otherwise (Figure 6b,d) . The vapor fraction of the CET corresponds to the liquefication cycle activity ( Figure 6e) ; the CET produces less liquid when the electricity price is high and more liquid otherwise. This is due to the increased CET flowrate when the liquefication cycle is active, and the fact that the CET inlet pressure is at its upper bound during this times.
Increasing the amount of liquid is beneficial, however, it would require in increase in the CET inlet pressure. The CET inlet pressure is at the upper bound when the electricity price is low, to produce more liquid in the CET due to expansion from higher pressures (Figure 6f ). This in turn provides more cooling to the process, so that more liquid is produced.
The temperature differences in the CHX and IRC are always satisfied (Figure 6h,i) . On the other hand, the optimal schedule violates the product purity constraints (Figure 6a,c) , although all steady-state optimization problems used as basis for the optimal scheduling have been solved to convergence and were feasible. This shows that quasistationary scheduling is not enough in our case, where the process dynamics are slow and have to be taken into account for the operation.
Clearly, more advanced scheduling approaches than the one used here or the combination of scheduling and tracking controllers could also be used for the process operation task which could increase the performance. However, while the combination of scheduling and tracking may improve the constraint violation it would also reduce the economic improvement obtained by the deterministic global solution of the scheduling problem.
| eNMPC process operation
The trajectories of the eNMPC operation are shown by the solid lines in the Figures 4-7 . The electricity cost for the closed-loop operation for the 2 days of the simulation is 28,000 € and the amount of liquid product is 27.7 × 10 6 mol (Table 3) . We see that, similar to the benchmark operation, the main contribution to the process power usage is due to the electricity demand of the RC, followed by the MC, and by the FC (Figure 4a ). This is due to the high recycle stream (Figure 5g ).
The fluctuations of the power usage of the overall process (Figure 4a ), results primarily from the fluctuations of the RC (Figure 4d) . The cost profile (Figure 6g) , is the product of the electricity price (Figure 3a) , and of the process power usage (Figure 4a ). The slope of the cost profile is close to zero during the first time interval due to the low electricity price and significantly increases from about 6 to 12 hr, due to the high power usage. This is an intuitive behavior; the production rate is increased when the electricity price is low. The slope of the cost profile then decreases from 12 to about 18 hr, when the electricity price is high.
The cally reduced by using model reduction [54] [55] [56] or by applying different control architectures, for example, a two-layer architecture 57 where fast dynamics are treated using a fast neighboring extremal controller at the first level. Also modifications on the algorithm and implementation, such as the use of parallel programming, for example, 58, 59 can further reduce computational times.
| Comparison of process operation approaches
Comparing the eNMPC and the optimal constant process operation, we see that the eNMPC leads to an improvement in the specific operational cost of 13.96% (Table 3 Figure 5c ). The waste streams _ n GN of the eNMPC operation is higher than benchmark operation profile most of the time (Figure 5d ).
In addition, we compare the eNMPC operation to the optimal scheduling operation defined by (2). The optimal schedule operation has an improvement of 15.3% with respect to the constant production benchmark. The economic performance of the optimal scheduling is about 1.5% better than the eNMPC performance. There are strong similarities between the profiles of the optimal scheduling operation and the eNMPC operation in all profiles. Although the eNMPC considers a time horizon of only 12 hr and uses local optimization methods, the control variable profiles are very similar to the profiles obtained by the optimal scheduling, which in contrast considers the complete 2 days as time horizon and uses deterministic global optimization methods ( Figure 7) . The process power usage of the scheduling operation is higher than the eNMPC operation when the electricity price is low and vice versa (Figure 4a ). The optimal scheduling operation uses the liquid assist operation more extensively than the eNMPC (Figure 5h ). problems. Further, the scheduling benchmark is based on steady-state optimizations and we know that, under certain assumptions, the optimal dynamic operations outperforms the best steady-state and even the best cyclic steady-state. 25, 27 This makes it very difficult to analyze accurately where the differences in the performance of the optimal scheduling and the eNMPC result from.
In the scheduling approach we are restricted to interpolation and our results show that both scheduling and eNMPC use the full range of the control variables, so that increasing the control variable ranges would require to generate new steady-state optimization data and new surrogate models for optimization. This is a drawback of using a data-driven surrogate model.
| CONCLUSION
ASUs are electricity intensive processes and thus well-suited for demand side management by varying the process control variable profiles on a time scale of minutes to several hours. eNMPC integrates the operation layers of scheduling and control and can in turn be used to apply DSM measures online. We apply economic model predictive control without terminal constraints to a large-scale air separation unit with an integrated liquefication cycle and liquid assist operation that we presented in the first part of the article.
We use a mechanistic model of the process and formulate an economic model predictive control problem. To solve the resulting largescale dynamic optimization problem, we use direct single-shooting.
Using this approach, we perform a closed-loop in silico case-study over 2 days including fluctuating electricity price profiles and inlet air temperature disturbances.
The economic model predictive controller achieves an economic improvement of about 14% with respect to the optimal constant operation benchmark while satisfying tight product purity constraints. Additionally, the eNMPC operation performance is slightly worse than the optimal quasistationary scheduling operation, which has been solved using a global deterministic solver. The control variable profiles of the eNMPC operation and the scheduling operation are very similar. However, in contrast to the eNNPC operation, the optimal quasistationary scheduling operation violates the product purity constraints. While the optimal quasistationary scheduling operation can be use to estimate the benefit of flexible operation, eNMPC allows to actual control the for the control and prediction horizon, we obtain profiles which clearly reflect the electricity price of the day ahead market with its daily fluctuations. Furthermore, the control variable profiles of the eNMPC admits strong similarities with the scheduling operation although the latter considers the complete time horizon of 2 days, whereas the eNMPC considers a 12 hr horizon.
Further work should focus on reducing the computational demand for solving the eNMPC problem, for example, using SQP method with exact Hessians, control architectures with neighboring extremal fastupdates, model reduction techniques, and improvements of the algorithm and the implementation. The use of reduced models will introduce plant model mismatch, so that further work has to apply state estimation techniques, which may lead to further computational delay and uncertainties regarding the initial state. In addition, different electricity price scenarios can be used in future works to assess, when the liquefication cycle will be used more extensively. Further work should additionally integrate the eNMPC framework with a planning layer to provide optimal production rates for nitrogen and oxygen product to achieve a flexible production with respect to several days up to months. A detailed comparison of optimal scheduling with lower level tracking controller and eNMPC, that is, top-down with bottom-up approach is additionally left for future work. Finally, there are no rigorous tuning criteria for economic model predictive control, which would be a great enrichment and challenging work for the future.
